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High-converting emails.
Results you can measure. 

You’ve heard the rumors. 

“Email is dead.” 

“No one reads emails!”

“Carrier pigeons are the next big marketing trend.”

Okay, maybe not the last one. But the first two

statements are as fictitious as the third.

I could hit you with a bunch of statistics that would all

mean the same thing: 

 Email is NOT dead.

 People DO read emails if they feel it’s worth their time.

The number of emails sent and received went from 294

billion in 2019 and is expected to increase to 347 billion by

2022. 
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AND average weekly signups jumped 35% since March of

2020. 

PLUS… the ROI is $42 for every $1 you spend on email

marketing.

So YES, email marketing remains one of the best ways to

connect with your readers, customers/clients and

potential customers.

Unlike social media, where you can’t predict who sees

your content, email allows you to choose your readers.

This allows you to target the people most likely to be open

to your product or offer.

The problem is, most emails are yawn-inducing, not of

interest, untargeted, or a combination of all of the above.

Here are 10 tips to create emails that get opened, read,

and make people say, “Take my money, please!”
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Just as you wouldn’t start an email to a friend

with, Dear Mr. Smith, you want to target your

emails as if you’re writing to a friend. 

Speak as you would if you met this person

IRL. “Hi, Jake!” or however your reader likes

to be addressed.

Your reader isn’t just a random person, but

someone you know you can help. You’ve done

your research, so you know their pain and

their challenges. 

And you are there to help them find a

solution. That empathy should come across in

your words. 

Make it Conversational1.
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This one’s easy peasy. Like the above tip, use the

person’s name in your emails. 

Companies and people that use a person’s name in the

subject line and intro text (words they see before they

open their email - see #3) report much higher open

rates.

2. Name Names
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If you’re like me (and if you are, here’s a virtual high-

five!), you scan emails in preview mode first to decide

which ones to open. 

Preview mode allows you to see the first line of the

email before you open it. 

ConvertKit is one email service provider that allows

you to purposefully insert an original preview tagline –
instead of defaulting to the first line of your email.

Not all email platforms offer this option. 

Adding a fun, interesting, curiosity-piquing preview

statement boosts the chances your email will be read. 

3. Create enticing previews
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There’s some debate about the length of emails. 

Prospect.io focuses specifically on sales emails. They

found the best response rate from longer emails – in

contrast to earlier research. 

In fact, 1400 to 1500 characters outperformed 200 to 400

character emails by a wide margin: 8% vs. 3.5%.

Other studies show emails of 50 to 125 words perform

best.

I suggest trying short and long emails and see how your

audience responds to each.

Good short emails include checklists, roundups, quick

“top 10” lists etc. Alternate these with longer, story-

telling emails. 

Testing is the only way to know for sure if your ideal

client enjoys reading long form or is more likely to open

quick hit checklists. 

 

4. Go Long. Go Short. Go Figure.
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It’s easy to mimic other peoples’ work, include generic,

tired clichés – and generally sound like everyone else. 

It’s safe, sure, because you blend. 

To make your mark you need to stand out like an albino

giraffe in a herd of everyday giraffes. 

Again, what happened today in your life that could be a

fun story and lead-in to a point you’re making? 

This brings me to…

 

5. You do YOU
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Tell stories.

When you tell a story you bring people into your world.

It gives them a peek into your life, which helps them

engage and connect with you. 

Imagine sitting with a friend and telling him or her

about something that happened to you that day. 

For one, you’d start right in. You wouldn’t say, “Hey,

I’m gonna tell you a story…” 

You’d just tell it: “You won’t believe what I saw on my

way to work this morning…” 

And be sure to connect your story to the call to action

(CTA) you want them to take at the end.

 

6. Once Upon a Time...
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Humor can be a slippery slope if you don't know your

audience, but most people like to laugh. 

It’s a great way to connect, lighten the mood and get

readers to keep reading. They'll keep reading

wondering, "Maybe there’s more funny stuff ahead." 

Weaving humor into your messaging is also a great way

to help them remember your content.

7. Share a Laugh
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Nearly half (47%) of people open an email based on the

subject line alone. 

And about 70% dump emails into their junk file based

solely on the subject line. 

So you need to nail it. A good headline triggers curiosity

and a feeling of, “I have to know what this is about…” 

I’ve achieved open rates over 50% with subject lines

like, “I overheard something about me, and it wasn’t

pretty…” 

In that email, I talked about how a reader posted some

nasty (and false!) things about me. This inspired the

topic for that day – about how you can’t make everyone

happy.

8. Power Up Your Subject Line
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While a great headline can’t be underestimated, make

sure the body of the email lives up to it. In other words,

don’t be “clickbaity.” 

Sites known for their irresistible headlines such as

Buzzfeed use headlines to get clicks, not engagement. 

Often the story or the loooong slideshow that follows is

disappointing. Or it takes you down a pop-up filled

rabbit hole you never planned to enter.

You want people to trust you so they believe you're true

to your message. Misleading headlines throws a

monkey wrench into the trust pond. 

9. Be Trustworthy
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In addition to creating a fun, informative, personal

email that gets opened and clicked, be sure your tech is

on point as well. 

In other words, how does your email look on mobile? It’s

how most people consume content. 

Do all the links work? 

Does the formatting work on all types of devices? 

Tech is not my wheelhouse. But I know if it’s not up to

snuff no one will see any of the words I’ve written. 

For this reason, I rely on a tech expert to help me when

necessary. It's well worth it.

10. Tighten Up Your Tech
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Hiya, Linda Melone here.

Whether you sell widgets, a coaching service or a

membership, your marketing copy is someone's first

impression of you.

High-converting copy is essential for your business. It's

what I do as a conversion copywriter. 

I not only write but I also help you strategize your copy

and your messaging.

From emails to web pages and sales letters, I can help

you convert more readers and browsers into buyers.

My clients range from solopreneurs and

small businesses to multi-million dollar

companies (most are small businesses).

My clients usually see a 30% to 100% 

lift in conversions.

Interested? Let's talk. 

About Me
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About Linda Melone...

Hey, that's me!   

If you’d like to know more about

me or my services – including

Epic Emails – visit my website at

www.TheCopyWorx.com. 

Or reach out to me at

Linda@TheCopyWorx.com 

Happy emailing…

www.TheCopyWorx.com 

Linda
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